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Introduction: OoaC is a wide field that has just started

• Organ on a Chip (or Microphysiological Systems) is not «a» technology, 
but rather a concept, an ambition to better recapitulate aspects of
human physiology

• a

• It builds on the use of human tissue in combination with e.g. 3D 
architecture, microfluidics, mechanical movements and other aspects to
achieve this goal

• There is currently a burst of different approaches – some with more, 
some with less potential for application

• The best and most convincing way for application is to demonstrate
compelling evidence for defined use cases – rather than directly aiming
for a universal model that solves all questions

• It is currently not clear which cells, which materials, which set-ups, 
which assays or which endpoints are «the right ones» - but the more
research is published and the more use cases are built, the more we
learn a) what doesn’t work at all, b) what works in a defined context of
use and and c) what has broader applicability 2



Can standardization support safe, widescale deployment ?

Given the novelty of the concept of
«Organ on Chip» 

• is it the right time to discuss
standardization ? 

• does standardization help or hamper
driving it’s application forward ?

Peposertib pharmacokinetics in Phase 1 clinical study
(British Journal of Cancer volume 124, pages728–735(2021))

Humans are hugely variable (i.e. not 
«standardized») and to be able to
accurately predict human variability, 
technical variability must be controlled
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Important for future development of Organs on Chips: 
View from a stakeholder

The context of use is key

• Complexity not always needed
• Make sure not trying to solve a problem

that doesn’t exist – many pre-clinical tests
work beautifully

• «3D is better than 2D» is not enough to
justify the use of OoaC

• The 1 universal system that is best suited
for all questions does not exist

Don’t re-invent the wheel
• To assess a clinically relevant endpoint in 

an OoaC model, consider using the
current standard measurement used in 
clinic

• Additional, novel endpoints can add value

Statistics, propoer controls, reference to
published data

• Robustness of data over time is key
• Continuous measurements in technical

repeats & a set of different donor
samples (-> human diversity!)

• Variability in data not necessarily bad, but 
you need to demnonstrate it reflects true
human variability and is not due to lack of
robustness of the model

Context of use examples for OoaC Liver models
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Assays and Biomarkers: relevant endpoints, reference drugs, 
measurement methods, parameters to assess organ functionality 
and benchmarking

Assess organ functionality

Key as first step to demonstrate relevance of 
chosen model – must be done over whole period 

of measurement

For a number of organs, such parameters exist 
and should be included, ideally several

Benchmarking may be trickier for organs and 
endpoints where there is sparse clinical reference 

data

Should also include assessing different cell types 
and composition over time

Measurement methods have to be described in 
detail – recommended to start with what is 

considered standard – otherwise will be hard to 
convince community

Relevant Endpoints

are mostly model-independent, exist for most 
Drug-Development related questions and are well 

established

Endpoints used in regulatory assays can be used, 
though one should not be limited to these as they 
are typically within a very narrow defined area

(e.g. hERG)

As OoaC aim to recapitulate a human relevant 
situation, it is recommended to use endpoints 

similar to those used in clinic (e.g. ALT for DILI)

These & potential novel endpoints should be 
validated in a context of use by using reference 

drugs that have a well documented clinical 
outcome

Most of thesed points are general to any kind of in vitro assay used in a drug development context and not specific to OoaC 5



Assays and Biomarkers: relevant endpoints, reference drugs, 
measurement methods, parameters to assess organ functionality 
and benchmarking

Recommendations to assess over time defined set of endpoints:

• Functional parameters
• Liver specific enzyme activities
• Tissue integrity
• Reference Drugs

Validation guidelines to 
assess a multitude of 
different OoaC
approaches
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Doing now what patients 
need next
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